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Microsoft Word

Menu Command Effect Menu Command Effect

New Makes a new
document.

Web Page Preview See how the current document
will look as a web page.

Open Opens a saved
document.

Page Set Up Making the page in the
document how you want such as
Margins paper size paper source
from printer and Layout.

Close Closes the current
document.

Print Preview See how it will look before
printing.
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Save Saves the current
document.

Print Print the current document.

Save As Saves the
document with a
new name.

Send To Send as Email or Fax or
Acrobate PDF file in Email.

Version When working
with many
documents in a
project.

Properties Things like when last changed
who is the author title of
document etc...

Cut Undo Undo the cut..if
not want.

Clear same as Cut.

Cut Repeat Cut the same
thing again.

Select All Select all text in document.

Cut Delete text from
document.

Find Find some word in document.

Copy Copy some text. Replace Replace a word that you have
searched for with another word.

Paste Paste copy of text
or the cut text.

Go To Go to a location or place in
document.

Paste Special Sometimes pastes
need to be special
since it wont
work normal way.

Links Link to other program like a
DataBase or spreadsheet.
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Paste Hyperlink Paste a web link
into document.

Objects Objects are things like pictures,
Sound, Video this lets you edit
them.

Normal See the document
normal size.

Document Map If it is a fancy document with
subject headers.. This will show
you all the subjects.

Web Layout View the
document as a
web page.

Header and Footer Titles and page numbers or other
special things you want on every
page.

Print Layout View the
document as it
will print.

Footnotes Footnotes words or senteces in
documents.

Outline view it as an
outline.

Comments see the special comments on the
side of the document.

Tool Bars Choose what tool
bars to show.

Full Screen View the document full screen.

Ruler Show the ruler on
the side.

Zoom Lets you zoom in to a area of the
document to see it bigger.
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Break Make a page
break or add a
new page.

Cross-Reference Makes a connection to another
part of the document.

Page Number Add page
numbers.

Index and Tables Add a table or index.

Date and Time Add date and
time.

Picture Insert a picture.

AutoText Automatically
changes the text.

Text Box Special box that makes fancy
text with shadows or 3D.

Field Add a field from a
dataBase.

File Add a file at the point of cursor.

Symbol A symbol is a
special character
that is not part of
a font.. Like this
3.

Object Add a sound or video.

Comment Add a comment. Bookmark Add a bookmark.

Footnote Add a footnote. Hyperlink Add a web page the same thing
as a bookmark.

Caption Add special
words about a
picture.
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Font Change how the
letters look in the
document.

Change Case Change from upper to lower
case.

Paragraph Change how the
paragraph looks.

Background Change the paper color.

Bullets and
Numbering

Makes bullets or
add numbers to a
list of things.

Theme These are special writing tools
that make your document look a
certain way ..by changing page
color and how the bullets look.

boarders and
Shading

Makes borders
around the
paragraphs and
lets you shade
them differnt
colors.

Frames When making web pages..there
are things called frames that
control how the web page looks
this adds to the document.

Columns Adds columns
like a newspaper.

AutoFormat This automatically makes
changes to your document that
MS thinks is correct.

Tabs Sets the tabs in
document.

Style This is the style how the
document is written .. The type
of font where it is places and
how the paragraphs are set up.
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T
Drop Caps his is a

feature that
drops the

first letter of a
paragraph.

Object Change how the object
looks..like sound or video.

Text Direction Lets you change
the direction of
the text up down
sideways.

Spelling and
Grammer

Spell check and
grammar check.

Outline
Collaboration

To work with someone on the
web. 

Language What language
you want to write
in and Thesaurus.

Mail Merge Add this to a email.

Word Count Count the number
of words in
document.

Envelops and
Labels

Make envelops and labels for the
envelops.

AutoSummarize This looks at the
important parts of
the document and
tell you what they
are.

Letter Wizard Helps you write a letter.

AutoCorrect Automatically
corrects spelling.

Macro Special command that do things
quickly.
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Track Changes The program
keeps track of the
changes you have
made.

Templates and
Add-ins

Templates are special formatting
that when you open a new
document it takes that look.
Add-ins are custom things you
can add from Microsoft.

Merge
Documents

Join 2 documents
into one.

Customize Change how MS Word looks to
your own likes.

Protect
Document

Protect the
document from
some other
person changing

Options

Draw Table Makes a table in
the Document lets
the user choose
how table will
look before
adding this paper
is a table.

AutoFit Makes the table fit on the page.

Insert Adds a table in
document.

Heading Rows
Repeat

Adds a title to the table.

Delete Removes table
from document or
a row or a
column.

Convert Changes a table from words or
words to a table.
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Select Selects talbe or a
row or a column.

Sort Makes the words in a table the
same order as ABCDE...

Merge Cells Joins cells
together to make
one.

Formula Adds math.

Split Cells Breaks the cells
apart.

Hide Gridlines If you have no borders on table it
shows the outline of the table.

Split Table Breaks the table
apart into two
tables.

Table Properties The properties of the table like
cell center.. Row center..column
left where the words will show.

Table
AutoFormat

Automatically
formats the table.

New Window Opens a new
document
window.

Split Puts windows side by side.

Arrange all Layers documents
on top of each
other so you can
see titles.

Document 1 Switches to other documents if
you have more than one open.
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Micosoft Word
Help

The help system. WordPerfect Help MS Word help for Wordperfect
users.

Show Office
Assistant

Silly little
cartoon.. That
helps you search
help.

Detect and Repair Finds and fixes problems in the
program.

What is This Pick this then
click on
something it will
show you help
information.

About Microsoft
Word

General information about
program.

Office on the
Web

Help on the
internet.

This is Office
Assisnat


